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Audio Editor (AE) is a basic tool for editing audio files and, as such, does what it says on the can. However, it does have severe
limitations. Firstly, it is not possible to write to a blank file with material cut from another file, as there is no "New file"
function. There is also no "Close file" function, so in order to close any file after saving, you have to close the whole
application. There is also no "Insert" menu, so you can't insert silence or any other object into a file, unless you paste it in from
another application, or a previous AE session. Even if you are using a solid state drive, the files take forever and a day to open:
likewise they take a long time to save -- at least ten seconds for large files in both cases. However, if all you are doing is
trimming files, adding special effects (such as EQ adjustment, compression, delay, reverb etc.) and cut/pasting within one file,
AE represents good value for money at a mere six quid (EUR7). Compared to a fully fledged editing app, such as NCH's Wave
Pad, AE is extremely basic in its functionality, but costs only a fifth of the price.. Double clicked that damned spacebar & the
whole hour of recording disappeared (I wish developers many happy days of pain while fixing the usability!. Double clicked that
damned spacebar & the whole hour of recording disappeared (I wish developers many happy days of pain while fixing the
usability!. Audio Editor (AE) is a basic tool for editing audio files and, as such, does what it says on the can. However, it does
have severe limitations. Firstly, it is not possible to write to a blank file with material cut from another file, as there is no "New
file" function. There is also no "Close file" function, so in order to close any file after saving, you have to close the whole
application. There is also no "Insert" menu, so you can't insert silence or any other object into a file, unless you paste it in from
another application, or a previous AE session. Even if you are using a solid state drive, the files take forever and a day to open:
likewise they take a long time to save -- at least ten seconds for large files in both cases. However, if all you are doing is
trimming files, adding special effects (such as EQ adjustment, compression, delay, reverb etc.) and cut/pasting within one file,
AE represents good value for money at a mere six quid (EUR7). Compared to a fully fledged editing app, such as NCH's Wave
Pad, AE is extremely basic in its functionality, but costs only a fifth of the price.
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